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Energetic decades ahead
I have an odd side hobby which involves regularly checking electrical energy demand
and generation around the world using a variety of real-time analytics websites and
apps. Their graphical nature helps me visualise the numbers and make meaningful
comparisons. Normally, this hobby simply makes me the number one bore at parties.
However, with global energy in ‘crisis’ my fun observations are suddenly in demand.
I have no academic qualifications or practical experience in power
generation (bicycle dynamo aside) so I class myself as a complete amateur.
However, I think I’m reasonably observant and can do basic math.
Firstly, if you live in a large country, with a small population and access
to unlimited geothermal or hydroelectric energy, you are looking good.
Likewise, if you live in a country that committed to nuclear 30 or
40-years ago and stuck with the decision, you are also looking OK.

How to recycle waste PCBs

14

AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE

However, if you live in a landlocked country in the northern hemisphere that
hasn’t invested in nuclear, things might look a little different. I have no doubt the
technologies required to generate, store and distribute more environmentally
sound energy will evolve but I’m measuring this in decades and centuries.
Why am I bothering to discuss this in a magazine dedicated to
sourcing electronic components. Well, I think its worth remembering
that every component represents a ‘claim on future energy’.

Connectors are flying high

In my fantasy future, Thorium reactors will cover base load and hydrogen
production, with wind, solar, hydro and geo filling the demand gaps.
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Meeting demand for
advanced magnetics

View current
editions online

Farnell is now stocking Bourns’ portfolio of
standard and custom magnetics including
power inductors and transformers, EMC
compliance devices, signal transformers,
common mode chokes and ferrite cores.
Applications range from electric vehicle
and e-mobility designs, to renewable
energy and industrial infrastructure.

www.electronics-sourcing.com
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Bourns Magnetics Division’s marketing
VP, Achilles Chiotis, said: “Bourns is the
ideal partner to help customers succeed
in exciting and high-growth areas such as
battery management systems for automotive,
industrial and renewable energy markets, onboard and off-board charging for advanced LiIon batteries and DCDC conversion systems.”
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Farnell’s VP of product and supplier
management, Simon Meadmore, added:
“Bourns offers one of the broadest portfolios
of high-quality magnetics solutions and we
are pleased to help bring to market this
diverse range of components and solutions
to support design engineers. Bourns excels at
miniaturisation, thermal management, robust
product design and the use of advanced
materials and construction techniques.”
www.farnell.com

Fast access to sensors,
power management
and more
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Allegro’s SVP of sales, Max Glover, said:
“This partnership greatly enhances our
commitment to creating and supporting
a vibrant and diverse customer base.
Mouser offers unmatched global logistics,
giving engineers and designers access to
our innovative ICs in a one-stop-shopping
experience, leaving them more time to
design and build new, exciting products.”
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Allegro MicroSystems products are now
available on Mouser’s website following a
new distribution partnership. Customers
have options for purchasing product
samples, evaluation boards and production
inventory. Popular products include current
sensors, position/speed sensors and
power management/motor control ICs.

3/8/22 12:15 PM

Local connector support

PEI-Genesis has established a German
legal entity to support local customers in
Europe, particularly Germany. The company
will continue to ship connectors from its
Southampton, UK warehouse but customers
in Europe will benefit from lower freight costs
by buying locally, paying only local VAT.
The Southampton facility remains the
company’s European base of operations.
The facility measures 65,000ft² and houses
assembly operations, offices and warehouse
space, with stock valued at £10m.

Mouser Electronics’ VP of supplier
management, Kristin Schuetter, added:
“Mouser customers demand efficient, reliable
products and Allegro MicroSystems meets and
exceeds these expectations. This agreement
gives design engineers an excellent avenue for
developing energy-efficient solutions across a
broad range of industries and applications.”

PEI-Genesis’ SVP and MD Europe, Jonathan
Parry, said: “We’ve established a German
legal entity to provide cost savings to our
European customers, particularly those
based in Germany. By implementing this
German entity, our customers will now
be able to buy from us through our local
distribution presence, including paying
local VAT. We will continue to ship from
our Southampton warehouse in the UK.”

mouser.com

www.peigenesis.com
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In Brief
Polish distribution
centre opens
Heilind Electronics Europe
has leased a new warehouse
and office complex in
Silesia, Poland. Warehouse
manager, Grzegorz Kułach,
said: “The new facility
will serve our customers
based in Poland, Czechia,
Slovakia, Hungary and
Romania better. Increased
stocks mean our customers
can get the goods they
need even faster.”
www.heilindeurope.com

Investment doubles warehouse size
Stego is expanding capacity at its Schwäbisch
Hall headquarters including a doubling of
warehouse volume for production. The decision
to double the volume of the automated
warehouse was based on rising product
demand which was straining material supply
and logistics. The workforce is also growing,
with the first half of 2022 seeing a 10 per
cent increase to 150 employees. A showroom
for displaying Stego products and services
will become the hub of the reception area.
The two-storey 1,500m² facility is designed
to the most stringent German building

Wireless connectivity
and sensors guide
Würth Elektronik’s Wireless
Connectivity & Sensors
Division has issued a new
Product Guide. Its 200 pages
serve to make it easier for
customers to select the
right products by providing
overviews, schematics
and graphics on the
technologies. The company
explains the products/
technologies and provides
ideas on how sensor
technology and networking
open up new options.
www.we-online.com
Mass interconnect
explained
As a comparatively
newcomer in mass
interconnect interfaces,
ODU has launched a
new website: www.oduinterconnect.com. Mass
interconnect systems are
mainly used for testing
printed circuit boards and
electronically assembled
components. For such
applications, ODU offers its
ODU-MAC Black-Line mass
interconnect interface.
www.odu-interconnect.com
European power support
Innoscience has signed a
distribution agreement with
Finepower, an engineering
and distribution company
focused on power electronic
applications with operations
in Germany and China.
Innoscience Europe’s
general manager, Dr Denis
Marcon, said: “They will
be an excellent partner, in
educating markets about
the performance and
reliability of our InnoGaN
solutions and in ensuring
a secure supply chain.”
www.innoscience.com

Express service ensures
rapid worldwide
connector availability

Within 15-days, ODU can ship up to 15
rectangular modular connectors (ODUMAC) or up to 150 metal circular connectors
(ODU MINI-SNAP/ODU AMC) to customers
worldwide. This service belies the fact that
many industries are still experiencing supply
bottlenecks and raw materials shortages.
ODU has managed to reduce delivery
times for standard products thanks to the
company’s high level of vertically-integrated
manufacturing, plus its various production
locations, which support each other worldwide.
Express delivery is available for almost all
modular connectors in the standard range,
from manual connectors with housings, to
connectors for automatic docking. Metal
circular connectors are also available with
express shipping. Complete cable assemblies
incorporating standard connectors are
available on slightly longer lead times.
odu-connectors.com
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standard for energy efficiency, KFW 40. A
photovoltaic system provides the production
machines with sustainable electricity.
New products are the key driving force
behind constantly increasing sales. For
example, in autumn 2022, half a dozen
new products are being introduced
at the SPS trade fair. The foci here are
control cabinet heaters in the new
loop design and sensors for measuring
condition data in industrial systems.
www.stego-group.com

Production capacity
open to third parties

Kontron Europe is now offering end-to-end
third-party manufacturing services for industrial
PCs, HMIs, high-grade electronic systems and
devices, plus avionic maintenance services.
Kontron Europe previously provided
assembly services exclusively for
proprietary Kontron AG company
products. Now, the company is opening
its production capacities to third parties.
In addition to pure systems assembly, the
portfolio includes services such as in-house
test equipment construction for a range
of testing and validation procedures. A
proprietary MES system permits paperless,
data-driven production planning and
control, plus full documentation and
replicability of all process steps.
Director production & logistics, Walter Gruber,
said: “Our end-to-end, MES-driven and
automated processes guarantee our customers
maximum quality, flexibility and security. In
our pursuit of quality, we also rely on our own
AI-based optical quality monitoring system.”
www.kontron-electronics.com

Interpower North
American &
International Cords
—U.S.A.-made
You ordered North American and
international cords, not dry-dock delays
or sea pirates looking to score cargo
booty—especially yours. Interpower
is one of two remaining electrical cord
manufacturers in America—our in-stock
cords ship the same day!

packaging—these preferences are up
to you. Whether barcoded and labeled,
or hanked, coiled, tied, bundled, bagged
or boxed.

Whether North American 5-15, 5-20,
6-15, or 6-20 cords, or international
country-specific cords bearing countryspecific plugs, IEC connectors terminate
the other end to make cords sets ready
to use right out of the box! Amperage,
gauge, length, colour, labeling and

Made in the U.S.A., Interpower cords,
cord sets, and components are tested
and retested until surpassing agency
standards. “We test more than the
standards require for our own benefit,”
Interpower Product Development
Manager Ron Barnett said. “We do so
because it lends better reliability to
our design.”

“We test more than the standards require for
our own benefit. We do so because it lends
better reliability to our design.”
—Ron Barnett: Interpower Product
Development Manager
•
•
•
•

World-class customer service 8.00–16.00 GMT
Value-added options and made-to-order assemblies
No MOQ
Blanket and scheduled orders available

®

Order Online! www.interpower.com

®

UK Business Hours: 8.00–16.00 GMT

INTERPOWER UK | 10 Kelvin Drive | Knowlhill | Milton Keynes | Buckinghamshire | MK5 8NH | UK | Freephone: 00800 5566 5566 | Freefax: 0088 5655 5655 | uk@interpower.com

SPONSORED BY

Understanding
SPE and the
different protocol
choices involved

Emerging out of the
BroadR-Reach® networking
technology originally
developed by Broadcom, SPE
has continued to evolve over
the course of the last decade.
New specifications have been
introduced that are better
aligned with prospective use
case scenarios. 100BASE-T1
is able to handle full-duplex
point-to-point communication
at 100Mbps speeds over 15m
cable lengths, with the arrival
of 100BASE-T1 taking the
data rates supported across
that distance up to 1Gbps.
Further specifications have
followed, with 10BASE-T1L
supporting 10Mbps over
1km and the multi-drop
capabilities of the shorter

has full visibility of these
companies’ respective longterm technology roadmaps
regarding SPE. In addition,
EBV is involved in industry
groups that are helping to
encourage SPE adoption,
as well as making valuable
contributions to defining
the future standards and
specifications that this
technology will encompass.
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Details

10BASE-T1S

Thanks to close relationships
with the device manufacturers
mentioned in this table, EBV

Type

For more information,
visit: www.ebv.com

10BASET1L / APL

Broadcom

onsemi, NXP and Broadcom with all the key protocols being
addressed. Customers can
quickly gain access to these
devices, and they are backed
up by in-depth technical
support from our application
engineering team. As a result,
customer SPE projects can be
completed within significantly
shorter timeframes. Further
information on EBV’s
SPE portfolio is shown
in the following table.

BroadRReach®

EBV offers an extensive
portfolio of devices to facilitate
SPE design implementation.
This comprises PHYs and
switch ICs from the leading
manufacturers - Microchip,
Part number

By streamlined conventional
Ethernet requirements, SPE
is able to overcome the
acute space, weight and
budgetary constraints that
are associated with such
applications. Echo-cancellation
mechanisms mean that the
need for multiple conductor
pairs can be avoided, with
data transfer across just one
conductor pair being made
possible. Consequently, the
cabling involved can be much
lighter, more compact and
have a lower overall cost.

reach 10BASE-T1S meaning
numerous nodes can be
connected to each cable. In
addition, the Power over Data
Line (PoDL) specification
allows both data and power
(a maximum of 50W) to be
supplied simultaneously –
similar to what Power over
Ethernet (PoE) does for multiconductor Ethernet cabling.

Manufacturer

S

ingle Pair Ethernet
(SPE) is proving
beneficial to a broad
cross section of different
application areas. In industrial
IoT, it is enabling seamless
and scalable connectivity from
devices at the edge all the way
back to the cloud. Elsewhere,
it is seeing uptake in home
and building automation
infrastructure, as well as
in-vehicle networking.

KARL LEHNHOFF, DIRECTOR, INDUSTRIAL,
SCIENTIFIC & MEDICAL, EBV ELEKTRONIK
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Switch
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Fusion is your best source for
quality electronic components.
Meet us at booth C2 259
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New Products with
Widest Selection
of Inventory
Mouser Electronics specialises
in the introduction of
the newest products
and technologies from
its 1,200 manufacturer
brands for engineers and
buyers worldwide.

The company’s extensive
product offering includes
semiconductors, sensors,
optoelectronics, power
products, embedded solutions,
interconnects, passives,
test and measurement, and
electromechanical, plus a vast
range of other components
authorised from the top
names in components. Mouser
sells millions of tiny parts
that function as the essential
building blocks of new
product design, with leadingedge components that are
smaller, faster and smarter.
During this challenging period
of supply chain issues across
the industry, Mouser teams
are doing a great job trying

to stay ahead of product
availability issues. Some
sources are very limited in
their component offerings, but
that’s not the case with Mouser.
The company’s wide breadth
of inventory allows choices
and alternative solutions for
customers. Along with a focus
on new product introductions,
Mouser continues to expand
its industry-leading website,
mouser.com, with search
enhancements, technical
resources and online
tools dedicated to both
buyers and engineers.
Now more important than ever,
buying from an authorised
distributor is the only way
to eliminate the risk of
counterfeit or grey market
products. With product supply
shortages impacting many
sectors, it has never been
more critical to select genuine
products that are 100%
certified and fully traceable
from each manufacturer.

The Global Distributor
has installed a state-ofthe-art AutoStore, to help
increase its capabilities.
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As an authorised distributor
with a commitment to
customer service excellence,
Mouser offers 27 global
Customer Support Centres
and has the professionals,
products and procedures in
place to assist throughout the
design and buying process.
Mouser also offers a full suite
of online tools to help simplify
the purchasing process, such
as the Price and Availability
Assistant, which makes online
buying quick and efficient.
It’s the latest addition to a
library of productivity and
pricing tools from Mouser that
includes the FORTE intelligent
BOM tool, ECAD design
resource solution, inventory
management tool, API services
and order automation, all
accessible through the website.

www.mouser.com/servicesandtools/

By the
Numbers
• 24-hour operation
• Mouser.com
features over 6.8
million components
from over 1,200
manufacturer brands
• Over 1 million sq.
ft. (93.000 m²)
state-of-the-art
facilities at global
headquarters and
distribution centre
• Stocking industry’s
widest selection
of components nearly 1,000,000
parts in inventory
• 27 global
branch offices
• Shipped out 9.6
billion pieces in 2021

N
ES News

Development tools
in one location
Thousands of tools from hundreds
of trusted manufacturers

New rules for more sustainable
batteries

With a large majority, the EU Parliament adopted the Council
position on the new EU Battery Regulation, which is to replace the
previous EU Battery Directive of 2006. The regulation is intended
to ensure a more sustainable use of batteries throughout the EU
and for the first time focuses on the entire life cycle of batteries.
FBDi supports the requirement that due diligence
should be considered along the entire value chain,
for example in procurement and processing.
Following the decision of the Environment Council, a quick
agreement is to be reached in the so-called trilogue procedure
between the EU member states, EU Parliament and EU
Commission. After that, the Battery Regulation will come into
force immediately throughout the EU. While a Europe-wide
deposit system did not receive majority approval, the following
highlight some of the points for negotiation with EU states:
• More stringent requirements for sustainability,
performance and labelling
• Rules for a carbon footprint declaration for
electric vehicles (traction batteries) and industrial
batteries, and an associated label
• Minimum durability and performance requirements for
industrial batteries and general purpose traction batteries
• Designing batteries in devices such as smartphones
and LMTs so that users and independent professionals
can easily and safely remove them themselves
www.fbdi.de

EMEA agreement underpins
silicon timing products

Avnet Silica has signed an agreement to add SiTime
products and technologies to its portfolio of silicon
timing products. The deal extends a previous agreement
in the US and Asia to cover the EMEA region.
Avnet Silica’s director supplier management & fulfilment services,
Laurence Dellicott, said: “These programmable and highly
rugged solutions based on advanced MEMS technology are
ideally suited for the fastest growing target markets across Europe
and beyond in the industrial, communications, automotive
and aerospace and defence sectors, as well as the IoT.”

Choose from our extensive selection at
mouser.com/dev-tools

SiTime’s executive vice president of marketing, Piyush Sevalia,
added: “SiTime’s partnership with Avnet Silica is a win-win for
both companies. It enables us to build on the successful business
relationship we’ve enjoyed with Avnet in the US and Asia. With
Avnet Silica’s leading market position in Europe, we expect
to grow our customer base in Europe, and offer the benefits
of our industry-leading precision timing solutions to them.”
www.avnet-silica.com
September/October 2022 11
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Connectors

EV connector
compatibility
conundrum
PEI-Genesis’ European
industrial product
manager, Dawn
Robinson, unpicks the
growing problem of EV
connector compatibility
There are several
recognised standards,
which categorise EV
connectors. These
include SAE J1772
Type 1, IEC62196
Type 2, GB/T and
CHAdeMO connectors.

Higher densit y. Lower losses. Higher data rates.
It ’s precise per formance, delivered.
Our CoreHC product family, Card Edge Contact systems,
and Gen-Z solutions offer high-density interconnects
with lower insertion and return losses at densities as high
as 2.5 mm. CarlisleIT leads the way with high-performance
interconnect solutions by offering unmatched signal integrity
for today’s faster and more complex communication
systems operating up to 70 GHz.
That’s Performance with Purpose.

D ESI G N | BUILD | T EST | C ER T IF Y
CarlisleIT.com
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SAE J1772 Type 1 were
among the first EV
connectors. These fivepin connectors supply
single phase AC power
between three and
seven kilowatts and are
mostly found in North
American markets today.
These have been largely
supplanted by IEC62196
Type 2 connectors in
Europe and the UK,
and GB/T connectors
in China, because they
can be used for faster
charging. IEC Type 2
(and GB/T connectors)
have an additional two

pins to allow threephase AC charging at
twenty two kilowatts.
CHAdeMO connectors,
used commonly in
Japan, provide purely
DC power at high
currents and voltages.
They provide rapid
charging but are bulky
in design. To get a
similar rapid charge
capability to the
CHAdeMO connector,
the Combined Charging
System (CCS) connector
has been developed.
The CCS is simply a
Type 1 or 2 connector
with an additional
two DC pins for
rapid DC charging.
CCS Type 1 has emerged
as the de facto standard
in North America,
because it allows flexible
AC charging from home
grids. Meanwhile, CCS
Type 2 connectors have
been adopted in Europe
and the UK because
they can provide high

Connectors

current, high voltage DC to
EVs with that capability.
Connectors must be
ergonomic, easy to use,
space efficient, include
safety features and provide
both AC and DC power.
Ergonomics is important
because the charging
connector is likely one
of the most used and
potentially abused EV
components. Regarding
space, a bulky connector
would consume internal
space and the input
connector would have
to be similarly large.
Due to the currents and
voltages involved, safety
is key. EV connectors
use proximity detection
and control pilot signals,
preventing the vehicle

from moving and stopping
power transmission to
unconnected connectors
respectively.

replacement connector.
However, damage
onboard the EV could
leave people stranded.

CCS connectors already
combine these design
features, so is the problem
solved? From an electrical
engineering perspective
more can be done. For
instance, the high voltages
and currents present form
the perfect environment
for contact arcing.
The pilot signal helps
mitigate this but doesn’t
preclude the possibility
of resistive heating or
damage to contacts.

A little extra effort
designing the contacts can
pay dividends. An example
would be connectors
using geometry to provide
robust, high-density mating
between contacts. Instead
of passively mating,
these connectors are
designed to push against
the respective contact to
ensure a complete and
reliable connection. Such
connectors are often rated
for 20,000 mating cycles.

This damage could
eventually lead to failure.
Damage on a charging
station would require a

www.peigenesis.com

“”

Connectors must
be ergonomic,
easy to use, space
efficient, include
safety features
and provide both
AC and DC power

WHEN THE DESIGN MATTERS,

PEI‑Genesis DELIVERS.

Receive 10% off all qualifying online orders
Visit us at:

www.peigenesis.com
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PCBs

How to recycle
waste PCBs
For every PCB that is sourced, manufactured and used, comes an
end-of-life opportunity to recycle and reuse. TCL Elektronika explains

General military and
civilian electronic systems
are equipped with PCBs
containing a variety
of recyclable precious
metals and important
electronic components,
some of which can be
decomposed, recycled
and reused, such as silver,
gold, palladium and
copper. The recovery rate
of these precious metals
can reach 99 per cent.
There are three main ways
to recycle PCBs: heat,
chemical and physical.
Each has its pros and
cons based on how the
metal will be recycled.
Heat recovery: For this
process, it is necessary
to heat the PCB to a high
temperature to recover
the metals present on
the board. Heat recovery
will incinerate the FR4
but retain the copper.
This process creates
harmful gases such
as lead and dioxin.
Chemical recovery: Here,
an acid is used to recover
14 September/October 2022 • www.electronics-sourcing.com

metal from the PCB. The
panel is immersed in
acid, which destroys the
FR4 and creates a large
amount of wastewater
that must be treated
before it can be disposed.
Physical recovery: This
process involves shredding,
crushing, breaking and
separating the metal
from the non-metallic
components. While this
method has minimal
environmental impact,
there are still some
downsides. There is a
danger to workers because
the process sends dust,
metal and glass particles
into the air which can lead
to respiratory problems.
Recycling of waste printed
circuit boards is expensive.
Only the metal of the PCB
has a reuse value, so the
non-metal part needs to
be separated which is
an expensive process.
Take copper as an example.
As one of the precious
metals with a high recovery

PCBs
value, copper can be reused
in a variety of applications.
The first advantage of copper
is its high conductivity. This
means that it can easily
transmit signals without
losing power. It also means
that manufacturers don't
have to use a lot of copper.
In the most common
configuration, one ounce of
copper can be transformed
into 35 microns covering a
square foot of PCB substrate.
Examples of recycling
resource-rich waste generated
by the printed circuit
board industry include:

• Metallic copper from the
edge of printed circuits
• Tin from tin/lead slag in
the hot air levelling process
• Copper oxide from sewage
treatment sludge
• Copper from the basic
etching solution
• Copper hydroxide
from copper sulphate
solution in the plated
through hole process
• Copper recovery from the
rack stripping process

• Copper from the tin/
lead stripping solution
used up in the solder
stripping process.
As a specialist PCB
manufacturer, TCL
Elektronika pays attention
to manufacturing technology
and PCB design capabilities,
while also working to
recycle scrap printed circuit
boards, hoping to reduce
the impact of this type of
electronic waste on the
environment and ecology.

“”

As one of the
precious metals
with a high recovery
value, copper can be
reused in a variety
of applications

www.tclelektronika.com

Solutions for
harsh environments
LEMO’s range of rugged quick release connectors
are smaller, lighter and ideal for harsh environment
applications.

•
•
•
•

T, M & F Series
IP68 rating
Space saving
RoHS & REACH
compliant plating
options

• Quick release
mechanism

• Robust design
• Cable assembly
service

LEMO SA - Switzerland
Phone : +41 21 695 16 00
info@lemo.com
www.lemo.com/contact

facebook.com/lemoconnectors

®

®

linkedin.com/company/lemo-sa
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Automotive Q&A

Automotive
purchasing revs up
Electronics Sourcing asked Smith’s VP of business development, Renato Souza,
to explore the evolution of automotive supply chains during the move to electric
vehicles

Q

With European
countries fasttracking the switch to
electric vehicles, how
will an automobile's
bill-of-materials
evolve, especially as
manufacturers move away
from internal combustion
engine production? Also,
how will this change
impact automakers’
purchasing departments?
While Smith is not directly
involved in the production
of semiconductors or
final products, our global
partnerships give us vast
insights into part-price
and demand data, which
are often key indicators
of market trends. We're
currently seeing strong
demand from our
automotive customers for
the most innovative chips,
which they engineer into
their builds to get ahead
of their competitors. The
most innovative electronic
components typically carry
the most current date codes
and are a manufacturer's
latest-generation model.
Europe’s switch from ICE
to EV models is expected
to follow this sourcing
trend and will more than
likely require larger partrequirement lists. Adapting
sourcing processes in
the wake of this engine
modification should be
informed by reliable
market intelligence. Market
intelligence data can help
an automaker’s purchasing
department by providing
comprehensive insights into
both procurement trends
and supply chain solutions.

Q

Traditionally,
automotive
manufacturers dealt
directly with OEMs.

However, that model
became an Achilles’ heel
during the pandemic.
How is the automotive
supply chain evolving
in response?
The pandemic situation—
exacerbated by other
geopolitical factors—has
greatly influenced the
ongoing electroniccomponent shortage,
causing many of our
automotive customers to
struggle with sourcing
supply directly from their
usual channels. Over the
past few years, we have
seen many automotive
manufacturers begin
to implement supplier
diversification and fasttrack approval processes
into their workflows.
We expect this response
to continue and expand
as auto manufacturers
look to keep their lines
active in the long term.

Q

Could you
provide insight
into some of the
innovations that will be
appearing on automotive
customers' BoMs soon?
Along with strong demand
for the most innovative
chips, we are also
witnessing automotive
customers incorporating
fast-track approvals for
alternate component
options to help their BoMs
have more flexibility in
the future. In the current
market, we are working
with a wide range of
automotive BoMs—from
OEMs to subcontractors
and in-between—to help
all parties manage their
supply chain goals. While
Smith does not play a
direct role in the product
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design, engineering or
manufacturing processes,
its position as a leading
independent semiconductor
distributor allows us
to help support builds
for innovations in the
automotive industry, such as
ADAS systems, autonomousdriving capabilities and
much more to come.

Q

Finally, what
general advice
would you give to
automotive purchasing
teams over the coming
12-months?
Our guidance to customers
right now is to continue
engaging with trusted,
open-market distributors
that can stand behind the
quality and delivery of
their product. Throughout
the ongoing shortage
situations, OEMs have
learned the importance
of building strong and
long-term relationships
with open-market leaders.
We encourage automotive
purchasing teams to
expand their sourcing
models and partner with
supply chain professionals
who can help navigate
the fluctuating market.
www.smithweb.com

Smith’s VP of business development,
Renato Souza

“”

Our global
partnerships
give us vast
insights into
part-price and
demand data,
which are often
key indicators of
market trends

LEADING SUPPLY CHAIN
SERVICES SINCE 1984
Tailored support to sell or purchase
excess electronic components
State-of-the-art operational facilities and
storage solutions on three continents
Shortage sourcing for a full product
range — motherboards, CPUs, HDDs,
SSDs, ICs, memory, and more
Dedicated IT asset management team to
provide end-to-end support
Tenured professionals and commodity
experts to help guide decision making
Data-driven market intelligence
information supported by Smith’s global
network of trusted partners
EXPERT SERVICES THAT CONNECT
BUSINESSES TO THE ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS THEY NEED

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE

smithweb.com

Aerospace & defence products

Connecting with hi-rel applications
Harwin is bringing greater strength to its German supply
chain through a new strategic partnership with MSA
Components. The agreement allows MSA to offer all the
latest products from Harwin’s portfolio, including Gecko,
Datamate, Kona and M300 series connectors.
With a 75-year history, MSA Components is a German supplier
specialising in high-reliability products, with clients in satellite,
oil/gas, aircraft, UAV, robotics, military and medical sectors.
MSA Components’ head of sales and marketing, Anton Roth,
said: “The performance and reliability Harwin products exhibit is
of real worth to the highly demanding mission-critical application
areas we serve, and they are certain to see great uptake.”

D-sub handles next-gen
harsh environments
Lane Electronics has announced availability of Positronic’s
Mach-D connector family which boasts machined
aluminium or stainless-steel shells for durability,
precision, planarity and electromagnetic compatibility.
Standard MIL-DTL-24308-style D-Subminiature connectors
are increasingly popular in harsh environment applications
such as defence, commercial aircraft, medical devices, deep
space and more. Solid machined metal shells are the primary
differentiator between Mach-D products and their M24308
cousins, which are only available in stamped shells. Mach-D
connectors are intermateable with standard M24308type D-Subs and in many cases outperform the minimum
requirements as outlined in MIL-DTL-24308. Additionally,
Mach-Ds are performance-comparable and mechanically
compatible with Glenair’s Series 28 HiPer-D connectors.

Harwin’s head of distribution sales EMEA, Michael Clamer, added:
“Harwin joining forces with MSA Components is a huge opportunity
for both parties. We’re sure our top-quality products, backed up by
MSA’s longstanding client relationships, deep technical knowledge,
and proven problem-solving skills, will make a winning combination.”
www.harwin.com

Connectors are flying high
Amphenol’s latest range of high-power, highvoltage connectors designed for e-flight, e-VTOL
and hybrid applications can now be sourced
through Powell Electronics. The devices benefit from
partial discharge free performance at an operating
voltage of 2.0kVAC(rms) at 35,000ft, making them ideal
for applications such as batteries, generators, motors and
power distribution units. Raptor connectors also suit termination
of screened HV power cables in aerospace applications.

The connectors are available in standard/high-density
signal contact arrangements, plus hybrid versions,
which combine power and signal in a single connector
body. Accessory options include keyed jackscrews, rear
silicone grommets, interfacial seals, EMI grounding
strips and a 360-degree banding feature.

Based on Amphenol’s ground power Rhino series—re-engineered
for aerospace applications using new Talon contacts—Raptor
connectors are available in shell sizes 15 to 25 and benefit
from features including temperature capability up to 200°C,
IP68 sealing, increased creepage/clearance distances and an
anti-decoupling ratchet mechanism on the coupling ring and
backshell. With superior EMC performance, electroless nickel
plating and high voltage insulation, Raptor connectors are
designed for reliable connection for high power e-flight systems.

www.fclane.com

www.powell.com

AExxxRBA Family

Molded Space-grade Chip Inductors
• Meet NASA low outgassing requirements (ASTM E595)
• MIL-STD-981 and EEE-INST-002 testing available
• Resistant to harsh-chemical/ high-PSI washes
• Proven performance in an upgraded package
• Available in standard 0603 and 0805 footprints

Learn More @ coilcraft-cps.com

CPS
CRITICAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Excessive lead times? Not here.
Central’s most in demand discrete
semiconductors are in stock today.

Popular high volume Central devices

Your trusted manufacturer
for nearly 50 years
Since 1974, Central Semiconductor has been the go-to
manufacturer for customers around the world who want
innovative and reliable discrete semiconductors.

Central Item No.

Device Type

Package

CTLSH01-30

Schottky Diode

TLM2D3D6

CMPD4448

Diode

SOT-23

CXT2222A

Transistor

SOT-89

Satisfying engineers’ most demanding design requirements
for the latest applications and delivering exceptional quality
devices are passions for the Central team.

CMLT3906E

Transistor

SOT-563

CMASH-4

Schottky Diode

SOD-923

CEDM7004

MOSFET (N-Ch.)

SOT-883L

Your vision is our mission, just ask.

CMPT2907A

Transistor

SOT-23

CMPT2222A

Transistor

SOT-23

CMPZDA18V

Zener Diode

SOT-23

CEDM8001

MOSFET (P-Ch.)

SOT-883L

Product available and ready
to ship from New York

CMPTA42E

Transistor

SOT-23

CMSZ5240B

Zener Diode

SOT-323

CMPZDA4V3

Zener Diode

SOT-23

Central’s complete inventory is located at its corporate
headquarters in New York, ensuring product gets to you in
2-3 weeks, not 30-50 weeks.

CMPZ5235B

Zener Diode

SOT-23

CEDM8004

MOSFET (P-Ch.)

SOT-883L

CFSH01-30L

Schottky Diode

SOT-882L

A wide array of the exact devices that design engineers and
purchasing professionals need is available, right now.

CMMR1-10

Rectifier

SOD-123F

CEDM7001

MOSFET (N-Ch.)

SOT-883L

CMF170A

TVS

SOD-123F

CMPT2484

Transistor

SOT-23

Contact us today at:
www.centralsemi.com
1.631.435.1110
diodes &
rectifiers

bipolar
transistors

require a
custom solution?
MOSFETS &
JFETS

protection
devices

thyristors

Central Semiconductor Corp. • 145 Adams Ave. • Hauppauge NY 11788 • USA

multi discrete
modules

Aerospace and defence

Prevention better than cure
for mil/aero customers
Rochester Electronics’ technical sales manager, Ken Greenwood, discusses how military
and aerospace customers can protect themselves from supply chain disruption
When the world began
emerging from the depths of the
Covid-19 pandemic 15-months
ago the semiconductor market’s
capacity issues became
apparent. The first sign of
trouble was the automotive
market’s inability to meet high
volume orders with the minimal
stock available. Since then,
this has become a common
incidence throughout almost
every market, including the
military and defence sectors.
However, the defence market
always stood the risk of
being ‘squeezed’. With the
sector’s comparatively smaller
production runs and strenuous
testing needs, the sector long
ran the risk of shortage.

have been those viewed as ‘long
term secure’ technologies.
With original component
manufacturers restricting
production priorities, many
have pruned older product
families, process technologies
and package styles. Given
the aerospace and defence
markets’ components have
some of the longest production
and service lives on the planet
a significant issue has arose.
With both short and long-term
component availability more

uncertain than ever, how do
companies minimize these
risks without creating new
ones? How can industries
whose components frequently
have extended production
runs and service lives predict
future needs in volatile times?
In an unpredictable world,
the best risk mitigation
practices are as follows:
Dual sourcing: While approving
multiple manufacturers for
the same device is rarely

“”

The first sign of
trouble was the
automotive market’s
inability to meet high
volume orders with
the minimal stock
available

Now in 2022, fab capacity
has practically disappeared
and lead times are extended
beyond practicality.
Additionally, as demand for
more modern technologies
rises, third-party fabs have
begun closing rising numbers
of legacy fabs. Often, those
shuttered product lines

ACCURATE•SECURE•TRACEABLE

INDUSTRY SECTORS: DEFENCE | MEDICAL | AEROSPACE | COMMUNICATIONS | ELECTRONICS

IN-HOUSE PRODUCTION | UK-MADE SMD MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL CLOCKS
5G OSCILLATORS | MICRO-MINIATURE | OCXOs | TCXOs | VCXOs | ITAR-FREE OSCILLATORS

015

t: +44(0)1460 230000|e: sales@euroquartz.co.uk|w: www.euroquartz.co.uk
See us at Engineering Design Show, Coventry Building Society Arena, October 12 & 13. Stand H4.
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Aerospace and defence
possible, it is fully possible and
essential to source the same device
through several authorized supply
channels. Always ensure that
components are securable through
another route if one supply closes.
Be warned in advance: Trusted
suppliers with a business’ shared
critical part list can warn companies
in advance of potential crises.
Whether it be natural disasters,
extended lead times or market
trends which threaten vital supplies,
a trusted supplier can assist
through potential downfalls. If a
hurricane were to halt production
at a plant, a supplier could alert
which components would be
affected, organize inventory to
prevent line-stops, efficiently
working as pro-active support.
Track component lifecycles: Never
rely just on online component
databases’ lifecycle algorithms.
Instead, seek second opinions
from authorized end-of-life (EOL)
suppliers and manufacturers.
Many components marked as
‘discontinued’ on databases are
still in production from authorized
EOL sources, sometimes decades
after formal EOL dates
Anti-counterfeiting policies:
Unfulfilled demand and extended
lead times drive premiums for those
with available stock. Seeking to
take advantage, counterfeiters offer
fraudulent product with lower prices.
Traditional trademarks of counterfeit
product listings containing spelling
mistakes or packages containing no
die no longer holds true. Modern
scammers employ sophisticated
processes to pass off reconditioned
products as brand new, hiding the
origins of components and faking
the proofing paperwork. Only by
sourcing from authorized EOL
distributors and manufacturers can a
business maintain foolproof safety.
As worldwide markets continue
shifting in unpredictable ways,
companies must ensure the viability
of components. The necessities
of supporting future and past
components, foreseeing potential
crises, obtaining a long-term supply
of critical parts and maintaining
relationships with manufacturers
cannot be overstated. To ensure
continued success a relationship
with an authorized sourcing
partner is of utmost importance.
www.rocelec.com
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THE BEST WAY TO MANAGE
INVENTORY WHEN DEMAND DROPS

I

nventory cycles often swing from "just-in-case" to
“just-in-time,” but recent supply chain trends are
pushing manufacturers to amass unnecessarily large
inventories. Stockpiling can seem like a beneficial
safeguarding measure, but experience has shown that it
can backfire and create instability while furthering inflation.
There is a viable substitute for both the just-in-case
and just-in-time methods. Instead of hoarding to
safeguard resources, manufacturers should leverage
vendor and supplier relationships to find stability
when the scales of supply and demand invert.

Buffers Become Barricades

As demand outpaces supply within the semiconductor
industry, the disparity has driven up prices and
lead times — a costly consequence for those
who cannot afford to wait for product.
Buying buffer stock is a key part of the just-in-case
management model. It entails carrying larger inventories
in case supply chains fail. However, over-ordering
further depletes market supply, which subsequently
increases prices and extends lead times.
In such scenarios, carrying costs are high and buyers
may utilize 3rd-party warehouses for storage. This turns
buffer stock from a benefit into a liability, as it constricts
cashflow and causes logistical complications.

Restored Supply Means Trouble for Stockpilers

When supply chain disruptions start to dissipate, companies
realize the downfalls of the stockpiling strategy. In today’s
market, demand is softening. Inflation and events like the
Russia-Ukraine conflict have driven commodity prices
higher and consequently reduced consumer spending.
Consumer electronics are likely to suffer the most, as
these purchases tend to trend downward first. This shift is
hurting manufacturers, particularly after they experienced
heightened demand during the peak of the pandemic.

The impact is reflected in reduced business outlooks.
Micron, which produces DRAM chips for technology
like personal computers and smart phones,
announced a drastic cut in production after projections
showed a 3-8% price drop for DRAM chips.
Although Micron will need to hold the already produced
chips, this production slowdown preserves Micron’s control
over supply, mitigating excess and ensuring better prices.

How to Build a Healthy Inventory

Preemptively planning a holistic inventory strategy builds
a foundation for success. Work closely with strategic
suppliers to strengthen the supply chain and make
securing allocation easier. Engage strategic supplier
relationships during periods of inflation to ensure proper
budget investment, as a dependable supplier relationship
reduces costs by committing to orders in advance.
Plus, providing transparency on component lists helps
suppliers better understand your needs and proactively offer
supply. Buyers should limit excess supply to a 1–2-month
period to avoid disruptions and additional carrying costs.
Price changes and shortages are unpredictable,
but it is important to pay attention to consumer
behavior and market movements. Independent
distributors with market intelligence teams are
especially valuable, as they can be your eyes and
ears on the market and give recommendations.

Maintain Balance Strategically

Navigating between supply and demand is a balancing
act; be sure to use every tool available to you to stabilize
inventories. A company’s best resource is its supply
source, so work closely with strategic partners to control
your inventory, instead of having it control you.
www.fusionww.com

The Critical Link in Your Supply Chain
Meet us at booth C2 259
Meet us at booth C2 259

Connectors Q&A

ODU application
manager, Thomas
Neuburger and
design engineer,
Stefan Seibuchner

Focus on custom
connector applications
Electronics Sourcing explores customised connectors with ODU application
manager, Thomas Neuburger and design engineer, Stefan Seibuchner
For many customers, standard
connector solutions are not
an option. Likewise, not all
products are included in the
standard range or listed in
catalogues. Specific project
requirements demand custom
solutions. Often, at the start
of a project the parameters
are not fully defined. Thus,
cooperation between customer
and supplier is necessary.
ODU makes this possible
through custom solutions and
an open exchange of ideas.

Q

What happens
at the first
customer meeting?
Thomas Neuburger: Ideally,
before the first customer
consultation we will have
already received their basic
connector requirements. This
allows us to create a rough
concept for the initial meeting.
It can help to discuss possible
solutions based on an existing
connector. Ideas are generated
and concepts developed via
interdisciplinary collaboration,
involving the Product Design
and Application Centres.

Q

Can all customers
benefit from
tailor-made solutions?

Stefan Seibuchner: Customer
requirements must be
reconciled with technical
feasibility. This often presents
challenges. Therefore, we
try to work directly with
customers’ project stakeholders
and technicians. We discuss
specific options and wishes
and create implementation
options for both parties.

Q

What are the
prerequisites
for this process?
Thomas Neuburger: Technical
feasibility aside, the project
must be appealing for both
sides. We won’t satisfy our
customers by putting a lot of
work into a heavily customized
solution—the cost-benefit ratio
must be maintained. Producing
a small quantity at a very
high price is not expedient.

Q

What are the
biggest challenges
with custom solutions?
Stefan Seibuchner: ODU and
its customers operate in a
dynamic market. Technical
changes, new requirements,
shorter product life cycles
and increased competition
are some key attributes.

Thus, it is necessary to
quickly develop suitable and
technically feasible solutions.
Furthermore, the solution
must also be economically
attractive. The task is to
reconcile the different goals.

Q

What needs to be
considered regarding
technical feasibility?
Stefan Seibuchner: Technical
feasibility can’t always be
confirmed from the outset.
In addition to the theoretical
considerations, we try to
quickly validate critical subfunctions using functional
samples via prototyping
and 3D printing. This lets
us identify complications
and react accordingly.

Q

What is the
role of the
Application Center?
Thomas Neuburger: The
Application Center is the
contact point for technical
customer support. Firstly, we
check whether our special
connector portfolio already
includes an existing solution
or whether there is a business
case for a custom solution. For
a custom solution, we define a

project which our Application
Manager then oversees.

Q

To what extent
are customer
partnerships important?
Thomas Neuburger: They are
indispensable: projects only
ever succeed or fail jointly.
Every single person involved
is crucial to its joint success.
We all share a common goal
to work towards. If changes
or problems arise the better
the cooperation, the easier
it is to find solutions.

Q

What makes ODU
stand out here?

Stefan Seibuchner: Our
high vertical range of
manufacture is what sets
us apart. This reduces the
number of subcontractors
and consequently lead times.
Direct customer contact lets
us better understand and
consolidate requirements. A
broad connector portfolio,
associated experience and
options to choose between
different solutions: this is
what ODU stands for.
odu-connectors.com
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Boost Efficiency and
Decrease Costs with APIs
by Nathan Pray, manager, digital technology office – B2B, and Stéphane Ratelet, director,
business development/digital solutions - EMEA, at Digi-Key Electronics

the purchasing process,
APIs enable procurement,
engineering and design
teams to all receive critical
real-time information on
products they need at
lightning speed through
automated machine-tomachine connections.
Customers using DigiKey’s API solutions save
time and bring products
to market faster and more
efficiently, boosting revenue.
Stéphane Ratelet, director,
business development/digital
solutions - EMEA

S

peed and access to
information and data
are critical in all forms
of electronic product design
and procurement, and an
organization’s time-to-market
can mean the difference
between a successful
and marginal product
acceptance. That’s why
Digi-Key developed the most
advanced, complete suite of
real-time APIs, completely
free of charge to customers.
API solutions will likely be
one of the most disruptive
innovations in the electronics
market during the next five
to ten years, thanks to the
benefits they provide to the
procurement process. DigiKey’s API solutions provide
a digital platform with a
competitive advantage to
customers. By streamlining

The APIs are free to use and
allow customers to connect
directly to Digi-Key systems
to access automated, realtime product search, price
and availability, quoting
and ordering, barcoding,
product change notifications
and more. Digi-Key also
collaborates with exceptional
integration partners to
provide customers with costeffective and fast options
to connect to Digi-Key’s
API solutions with less
development investment.
Digi-Key further provides an
ROI calculator that estimates
how much you can save in
one year by implementing
Digi-Key’s price and
availability and ordering
APIs. Customers have seen
an average of $50,000 to
$100,000 in cost savings by
implementing API solutions.
In addition to real-time price
and availability from DigiKey’s product information
APIs, Digi-Key’s quote

API secures pricing for 30
days, enabling purchasing
professionals to experience
a smoother ordering
process with more efficient
quoting and real-time
data on demand. DigiKey customers can have
confidence in the prices
they are quoted and do not
need to invest in extensive
software development to
leverage the technology.

Nathan Pray, manager, digital
technology office – B2B

For more information about
Digi-Key’s API solutions,
visit www.digikey.com/API
to download a free eBook on
the benefits of implementing
API solutions and use the ROI
calculator to see the return on
investment that implementing
APIs can deliver.

The GAME CHANGING site
for the electronics industry

DISCOVER | SOURCE |
COMPARE | BUY

Aerospace

EXCITING

NEW

aerospace era
Avnet Silica’s Paul
Leys, explains how the
company is helping
aviation manufacturers
source the technology
needed to support
next generation airbased transportation
The avionics sector is
recovering from three of
the most difficult years
in its history. However,
things are starting to look
positive and there is ample
potential for innovation.
According to Market
Research Strategy, the postpandemic global aerospace
business is experiencing a
6.4 per cent CAGR and is
on track to be worth $80
billion by 2027. Similarly,
analysts at Research Dive
predict annual revenues
will exceed $110 billion by
the end of this decade.
Rising jet fuel prices—
alongside the need to curb
air travel’s environmental
impact—are driving
decarbonisation efforts
throughout the sector.
Figures compiled by Deloitte
state that prior to the Covidled drop in activity, airlines
were responsible for over
a billion tonnes of carbon
emissions each year. Without
appropriate measures, the
worry is these levels will
soon return. In response, in
addition to raising aircraft
power system efficiencies to
minimise their emissions,
substantial engineering
resources are being directed
towards development of
electrically propelled aircraft.

Advanced air mobility
(AAM) will be another
key growth driver. Large
amounts of venture capital
are being ploughed into
start-ups involved in this,
as well as established
aerospace companies
making investments.
AAM will take air travel
beyond its traditional
confines, addressing new
market opportunities. The
main focus will relate to
development of electricpropelled (or hybrid) vertical
take-off and landing (VTOL)
aircraft. These will offer
a quick, convenient way
of completing relatively
short air journeys within
congested urban areas.
Examples of how this
could be used include
transportation of small items
of freight around a city or
taxiing passengers from
pads at the top of buildings
in central city locations to
outlying airports where they
can take longer flights. There
is also significant interest
in making aircraft either
semi or fully autonomous,
to improve safety.
Although investment
in avionics is clearly
returning, other obstacles
must be overcome.
Component shortages and
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extended lead times
could stifle growth. A
study conducted by Avnet
Silica in spring identified
the industries where
supply chain concerns
were most severe. It
placed aerospace/
defence in the top ten.
To alleviate the difficulties
faced by aerospace
manufacturers and
systems integrators, Avnet
Silica has built robust
and reliable distribution
channels. Via these, critical
components required
for the latest designs
can be provided—such
as analogue/mixed,
power, digital and sensor
devices. This hardware
is backed up by access
to technical support
and logistical advice.
By engaging with Avnet
Silica, leading players in
the avionics industry can
source the technology
needed to support next
generation air-based
transportation. This is
enabling the emergence
of aircraft with new
forms of functionality,
greater autonomy and
heightened sustainability.
www.avnet-silica.com

Avnet Silica’s market segment manager,
aerospace and defence, Paul Leys

MOSFETs target critical battery runtime
Nexperia has introduced the PMCB60XN and PMCB60XNE
30V N-channel small-signal trench MOSFETs, said to
offer market-leading RDS(on) in the ultra-compact waferlevel DSN1006 package, to make energy go further
where space is tight and battery runtime is critical.
Ideal for smartphones, smart watches, hearing aids,
and earphones, the new components support the trend
towards greater intelligence and richer functionality
that raise system power demand. With RDS(on) up to 25
per cent better than competing devices, they minimize
energy losses and increase efficiency in load switching
and battery management. They also reduce selfheating, enhancing the comfort of wearable devices.
The PMCB60XN and PMCB60XNE have maximum
RDS(on) of 50mΩ and 55mΩ respectively, at VGS=4.5V.
This gives them the lowest on-resistance per die area
among similar 30V MOSFETs. The PMCB60XNE comes
with ESD protection rated to 2kV (human body model)
integrated in a 1.0 by 0.6 by 0.2mm DSN1006 outline.
Both MOSFETs are rated for drain current up to 4A.
nexperia.com

Embedded automotive
applications can benefit from
Mercury Electronics Europe’s
new range of ultra-miniature,
ultra-low phase noise crystal
oscillators. The surface mount
HJ22 oscillators offer 15pF
load LVCMOS output at
frequencies from 20 to 50MHz
with typical RMS phase jitter
of 48fs, 300fs maximum.
Phase noise characteristics of
-153dBc/Hz at 10kHz offset and
-166dBc/Hz at 100kHz offset
(49.152MHz output frequency,
3.3V input model) are said to
be significantly better when compared with standard oscillators.

What's new

Ultra-low phase
noise oscillators
offer embedded
benefits

Measuring 2.5 by 2.0 by 0.9mm, the oscillators are available
with 1.8, 2.5 or 3.3V power supply requirements and offer
typical current consumption of 3mA, 5mA maximum. Frequency
stability over both commercial (-10 to 70°C) and industrial (-40
to 85°C) can be specified as ±25, ±50 or ±100ppm as standard.
MEC Europe is an approved supplier to the automotive
industry with IATF16949 approval, reinforcing the company’s
commitment to longevity, ruggedness and design innovation
in the taxing automotive component environment.
www.mecxtal-europe.com

Power transformer suits high-performance applications
Pulse is expanding its EFD15 portfolio
with the PGT646xNL power transformer
series. Wire selection and design allow
for automated winding, providing
reliability for high-performance
applications including industrial,
automotive and data communications.
The series uses a 5 + 5-pin SMD design,
while the coil design extends the
creepage distance between pin and
core to at least 5.1mm. Dimensions
are 22.0 by 16.5 by 11mm.
Pulse is introducing two transmitters
that differ in their dielectric

strength and input voltage range.
The PGT6465NL has a high input
voltage and utilizes the full isolation
capability of the extended leakage
current platform with an isolation
specification of 4,000Vrms. The
PGT6466NL meets the requirements
of low voltage inputs with
application isolation of 3,000VDC.
The device features a -40 to 125°C
temperature range and can be
used with a flyback topology.
Power range is up to 12.5W.
www.rutronik24.com

Sensing objects with sound
Toposens has launched its Echo One
3D collision avoidance system for
mobile robots based on the proprietary
Toposens 3D ultrasonic echolocation
technology. The company states Echo
One overcomes the drawbacks of
optical sensors through sound-based
triangulation in combination with
sophisticated noise-filtering software,
delivering robust 3D data output in realtime for each obstacle detected within
the adjustable warn and stop zones.
Toposens’ CEO and co-founder,
Tobias Bahnemann, said: “Being
able to detect multiple difficult-

to-detect obstacles reliably and in
real-time, regardless of environmental
conditions, enables us to provide
next-level robotic safety for our
customers. Our technology addresses
the shortcomings of optical sensors,
such as LiDARs, which can fail to
detect floor-based objects like forklift
forks on the floor, in unfavourable
lighting conditions or transparent or
mirrored object surfaces. Receiving
data output in 3D, meaning in x, y and
z coordinates, guarantees the most
reliable level of 3D collision avoidance.”
toposens.com
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What's new

Precision connectors revised
and expanded
Rosenberger’s standard portfolio of RPC-1.00
precision connector series has been revised and
expanded. Flexible and semi-rigid cable assemblies
are offered in the RPC-1.00 - RPC-1.00 interface
configuration, plus RPC-1.00—RPC-1.35/RPC-1.85/WSMP
configurations. Low-cost versions are also available.
Inter-series adapters are available in the RPC-1.00—
WSMP version. Test port adapters and launcher jacks
are also new. The standard program is rounded off by
in-series adapters, PCB connectors, waveguide coaxial
adapters and gauge kits. Customized cable assemblies
with or without armouring are available on request.
Rosenberger states RPC-1.00 connectors and cable
assemblies are used for demanding test and measurement
applications up to 110GHz and are characterized by
reliability, repeatability, excellent return loss values and
mating compatibility with all common 1.00mm connectors.
www.rosenberger.com

LED driver is AEC-Q100 qualified
Recom has added a 1.5A LED driver to its range of automotivequalified parts. Meeting the requirements of AEC-Q100
with optional ‘wettable flanks’ for AOI, the RPY-1.5Q comes
in a thermally-enhanced QFN package with integrated
shielded inductor and measures 3 by 5 by 1.6mm.
Input range is four to 36VDC, covering nominal 5, 12 or 24V.
The part can be adjusted for lower constant currents and
PWM or analog zero to 100 per cent dimming is possible.
Temperature rating is -40 to 125°C junction temperature,
and the part features an enable input and fault flag indicator.
Protection is included against input undervoltage, overtemperature, and output short circuit and over-current.
In addition to automotive applications, the device also suits
general visible or IR lighting for buildings, drones, robotic camera
systems or as a precision current source in test and measurement.
www.recom-power.com

Filters snap into action
Schurter is now offering DIN rail
mounting kits for quick and easy
installation of panel-mount filters
in control cabinets. These kits are
available for a selected range
of existing one and three-phase
filters in Schurter’s portfolio.
Thanks to the new clips, customers can
now install selected filters intended
for screw mounting in the control
cabinet. To do this, users screw the
DIN rail kit to the filter using the screws
provided and snap it onto the DIN
rail. Thanks to the metal clip, a good
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ground connection between the
filter housing and rail is guaranteed,
important for filter performance.
Due to the necessarily compact
design, the selection of dedicated
DIN rail filters is limited. The selection
is much wider for chassis mount
filters, including filters with standard,
high or even excellent attenuation.
Chassis mount filters also cover a
wider range of currents and voltages.
DIN rail kits suit the following
filters: FMAB NEO, FMAB HV,
FMBB NEO, FMBB EP, FMAD CP.
schurter.com
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Transportation • By John Denslinger

Will transport undermine
supply continuity?
John Denslinger asks whether America’s transportation links could undermine
supply continuity just when the electronics industry needs it the most

T

here is an old adage describing resilience and
persistence in the face of adversity: ‘bend, not
break’. Unfortunately, when it comes to global
supply lines, the opposite seems our destiny:
‘break, not bend’. US global supply chains once
considered the ultimate in cost effectiveness,
flexibility and reliability are procurement headaches.
Today, nothing seems normal or consistent about everyday
movement of raw materials, supplies and finished goods.
How robust are America’s transportation links? A supplier’s
lifeline relies on transportation certainty whether it’s
ports, rail or truck. One might ask if supply lines built on
multi-mode transit are a liability. In hindsight, the west
coast port congestion at the beginning of the Covid era
might have been the first indicator given: massive queues
at seas; off-loading delays measured in months not days;
disruption to the efficient recycling of containers and cargo
ships; and a system seemingly overwhelmed as consumer
demand continuously escalated throughout the pandemic.
To their credit though, ports still handle record imports.
Regulatory relief from both Federal and California
governments eased the logjam. Now, two years later,
the current West Coast Port labor contract has expired
with no agreement in place. Each has agreed to forego
sanctioned work stoppages (union authorised strikes and
management induced lockouts), but that still doesn’t
rule out slowdowns and shutdowns. Until negotiations
are settled, this link is potentially disruptive.
Air transport aside, goods move about the continent
by railroads and trucks to intermediate and last
mile destinations completing the classic multimode transportation system. Question: is it
likely rail and/or trucking will become the next
weak link upsetting supply continuity?
Railroads: as West Coast port negotiations continue,
the same is also true for railroads. Hopes of resolving

John Denslinger is a former executive
VP Murata, president SyChip Wireless,
and president/CEO ECIA, the industry’s
trade association. His career spans
40 years in electronics

contract differences between the railroad unions and a
management consortium have failed over the past two
years despite multiple mediation and arbitration attempts.
In July, President Biden found it necessary to appoint a
Presidential Emergency Board (PEB) under the Railway
Labor Act facilitating contract settlement. A couple of
30-day cooling off periods mandated by law, as well
as the ever-present Congressional intervention forcing
binding arbitration almost assures there won’t be any
organised disruption. Rail is probably not a weak link.
Trucking: the issue here is quite different and volatile.
There are two issues. The first is specific to California law
AB5, better known as California’s gig worker law. While
the law intended to regulate gig economy platforms like
Uber, Lyft and DoorDash, it also snared 70,000 truckers
who work as independent contractors. Despite appeals for
reconsideration, the State has not been inclined to make
the exception. In protest, independent truckers shutdown
the Port of Oakland, the eight largest in the US. Similar,
smaller protests have taken place at ports in Long Beach and
LA. The combination of trucker blockades and dockworkers
electing not to enter terminals is crippling Oakland Port
productivity. The second issue is also central to California: as
of January 1, 2023 a ban on diesel trucks with engines made
before 2010 goes into effect. The new law, CARB’s Truck
and Bus Regulation, will make an estimated 80,000 trucks
illegal in California. A prolonged truck shortage could make
trucking the least reliable and weakest link of the three.
Are the transport issues described above solvable?
Yes, but settlements across so many domains is never
quick, never easy. Until there is complete resolution,
America’s transportation links could undermine
supply continuity just when we need it the most.
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N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

CABLE ASSEMBLY & HARNESSING
Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,000

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

50

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Harwin

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Phoenix Contact

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

2,800

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

CIRCUIT PROTECTION
www.mouser.com

EU

Y

EPCOS/TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,950

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Littelfuse

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

11,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Bud Industries

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

+44 (0) 1489 583858

www.metcase.com

EU

N/A

288

£40K

0€

100%

5

22

Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

ENCLOSURES
Hammond

Mouser Electronics

Metcase Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

New Age Enclosures

Mouser Electronics

EU

FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT
ABRACON

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

ECS

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Epson

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

IQD Frequency Products

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Kyocera

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

950

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Silicon Laboratories

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TXC Corporation

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Aavid

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Alliance Memory

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

Y

500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

HEATSINKS
EU

ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS
www.mouser.com

EU

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

18,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Broadcom Limited

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Central Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,250

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Cirrus Logic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y
Y

Cree, Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Diodes Incorporated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

8,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Infineon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

8,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Intel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

14,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

24,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Micron Technology

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Monolithic Power Systems (MPS) Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Nexperia

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

7,600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Nordic Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

60

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y
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NXP

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

ON Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

18,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Power Integrations

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Qorvo

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Renesas Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

+44 1480408400

www.rocelec.com

EU

Y

200,000 +

N/A

$250

N/A

50+

600+

Y

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Rochester Electronics
ROHM Semiconductor
Semtech

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Silicon Laboratories

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Skyworks

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

STMicroelectronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

10,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

39,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Toshiba

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

10,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Xilinx

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

INTERCONNECTION
3M

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

33,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Amphenol

PEI Genesis

+44 8716060

www.peigenesis.com

EU

Y

N/A

£1.3m

10 €

N/A

N/A

85

Y

Cinch Connectivity Solutions

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,250

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

FCI / Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

7,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

HARTING

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,800

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Harwin

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,950

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Hirose Electric

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

7,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

0031-(0)2 655 7460

www.hirose.com/eu

EU

Y

50,000

N/A

0€

N/A

N/A

4,190

Y

Hirose Electric Europe B.V
ITT Cannon

PEI Genesis

+44 8716060

www.peigenesis.com

EU

Y

N/A

£1.3m

10 €

N/A

N/A

85

Y

JAE Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

23,600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

+49 8631 6156-0

www.odu.de

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,650

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

17,150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

ODU
Phoenix Contact

EU, USA, ASIA
EU

Y

Y

Radiall

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Samtec

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

16,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Souriau

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

41,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Wurth Elektronik

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,650

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

OBSOLESCENCE/HARD TO FIND
Cyclops electronics

+32 2 209 29 89

www.halfin.com

EU

N

20,000+

N/A

€ 100

N/A

4

7

Y

Rochester Electronics

+44 1480408400

www.rocelec.com

EU

Y

130,000 +

N/A

$250

N/A

50+

600+

Y

OPTO ELECTRONICS
Broadcom Limited

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Cree, Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,800

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Intel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

20

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Osram Opto Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

+44 1480408400

www.rocelec.com

EU

Y

1000 +

N/A

$250

N/A

50+

600+

Y

Toshiba

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Rochester Electronics
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Franchised
Distributor

No. of Lines for
Principle

Stock Value for
Principle

Minimum Order
Value

% Lead Free for
Principle Range

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Total No. of Staff

Buffer Stock
Facility

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

17850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

15,100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Coilcraft

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EPCOS / TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

KEMET

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

23,650

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Kemet

RS Components

08457 201201

www.rs-components.com

EU

Y

N/A

£161m

0€

N/A

50+

2,500

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

18700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Ohmite

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

25,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Taiyo Yuden

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

13,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

11,500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TT Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

43850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Würth Elektronik

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Würth Elektronik

Würth Elektronik

+49 (0) 7942 945 0

www.we-online.com

EU

Y

N/A

N/A

0€

100%

250

4,000

Y

Yageo

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

21,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

RECOM Power GmbH

Various Distributor

+43 7612 88 325 700

0€

100%

3

560

Y

Sanyo Electronic Industries Co., Ltd.

Sanyo Electronic Industries Co., Ltd.

Bel Power Solutions

Mouser Electronics

Manufacturer

Distributor

Telephone

Website

Location

AVX

Buyers’ Guide

PASSIVES

POWER & BATTERIES
www.recom-power.com

+81 36699 8080

www.eta.co.jp

JP

N

1,000

€3000k

20 €

90%

10

100

Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

CUI Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

MEAN WELL

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,400

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

RECOM

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TDK-Lambda

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TRACO Power

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,000

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vicor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

XP Power

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

SENSORS
ams

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Bosch

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

25

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

NXP

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Sensirion

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

80

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

STMicroelectronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

75

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

650

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

SWITCHES & KEYBOARDS
Apem

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

C&K Switches

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

CHERRY

RS Components

08457 201201

www.rs-components.com

EU

Y

600

N/A

0€

N/A

50+

3,500+

Y

E-Switch

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EAO

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,800

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y
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Distributor

No. of Lines for
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Total No. of Staff

Buffer Stock
Facility

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

NKK Switches

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,000

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Omron

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Phoenix Contact

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

13,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Buyers’ Guide
Manufacturer

Distributor

Telephone

Website

TERMNINAL BLOCKS

THERMAL MANAGEMENT
Bergquist Company

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

250

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Delta Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EU

N/A

N/A

£1,000,000

0€

N/A

5

55

Y

EU

Y

1,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EU

N/A

N/A

£1,000,000

0€

N/A

5

55

Y

ebm-papst

Mouser Electronics

Materials Direct

Materials Direct

Sanyo Denki

Mouser Electronics

Universal Science

Universal Science

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Coilcraft

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

+44 (0)1908 222 211 www.materials-direct.com
0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

+44 (0)1908 222 211 www.universal-science.com

TRANSFORMERS & INDUCTORS

EPCOS / TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Wurth Elektronik

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,400

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

DIGI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
www.mouser.com

EU

Y

Espressif

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

30

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Laird Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Lantronix

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

25

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

20

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

u-blox

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

10

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

France, Tunisia, China

AS9100, PRI-NADCAP, ISO-TS16949, ESA, UL, ISO9001, ISO14001

S/M/L

Y

1-30

Y

F, F/R

Y

Y

Y

Graphic Plc

00441363 774874

www.graphic.plc.uk

M

UK/China

AS9100, NADCAP, ISO 9001,AISO14001, OHSAS 18001, Mil 31032, Mil 55110, Mil 50884

S/M/L

N

4-10

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Contract Manufacturers Buyers’ Guide
Manufacturer

Telephone

AWS Electronics Group

+44 (0)1782 753200

Website
www.awselectronicsgroup.com

Turnover

Location

Approvals

£40m

UK & Slovakia

AS9100, ISO9001, 13485, 14001,TS16949, IPC-A-610 Class 3, NADCAP

Cables and
Harnessing

M/B

Full Turnkey

www.gepcb.com

Design Capability

+33 233 763 200

Prototyping

Elvia PCB Group

Approvals

Lead Free
Manufacturer

Location

BGA Capacity

Website

Number of Surface
Mount Lines

Telephone

PCB Buyers’ Guide

Employees

Manufacturer

Prototyping

0€
0€

Modifications

N/A
N/A

Obsolescence Solutions

30
150

Flexi / Flexi-Rigid

Y
Y

Metal PCBs

EU
EU

Multi-layer
4-10/10-20-20-30

www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Double-sided

0049 (0)89 520 462 110
0049 (0)89 520 462 110

Volume Small, Medium, Large

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

Service Provided
(i.e Broker, Manufacture
&/or Repair)

Murata
Silicon Laboratories

430

11

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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